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ROAD MAINTENANCE AND TRAFFIC SAFETY

A presentation
by Gudrun Oberg, VTI
at the Traffic Safety Course the 5th September 1988.

BACKGROUND

The road maintenance situation in a country must be looked upon in the

light of the general conditions in that country. In Sweden there are about

8 million inhabitants. Many of them live in three metropolitan areas. The

population density is low. There are 130 000 km of State and municipal

roads and 280 000 km of private roads. 900 km are motorways. 3O % of

the State roads are gravel roads. There are about 3 million cars in traffic.

The road traffic represents 90 % of all passenger transport and 50 % of all

freight transport. The climate is rather cold. This causes problems with

snow and ice on the roads during the winter.

In Sweden road maintenance costs started to exceed road construction

costs in the mid 1970's. At present the funds for maintenance are about 3

times the funds for construction. In spite of that, there is a shortage of

capital for maintenance. It is therefore very important to make main-

tenance more efficient. The Swedish National Road Administration

(SNRA) developing new methods for maintenance planning and main-

tenance techniques.

Due to the climate in Sweden all normal surface or pavement mainte-

nance must take place during the summer period instead of during the

whole year. This means that a lot of personal and other resources are

needed for the summer period. But even in winter time the need of

resources is big because of the work to keep the road free from ice/ snow

or have an even road with ice/snow.

The costs of road maintenance point out the two most expensive types of

maintenance, winter roadmaintenance and pavement maintenance which

take about one fourth each of the budget. As you are coming from

countries without snow, I am not going to talk about winter maintenance

which has a much greater effect on traffic safety than other main-

tenances, but I am going to show you some slides with winterroads.



WHY MAINTENANCE?

The general aim of road maintenance in Sweden has been formulated like

' this.

"Both individuals and industry throughout the country are to be offered

satisfactory road transport standards at the lowest possible socio-eco-

nomic costs."

Naturally it is difficult to define a satisfactory road transport standard

for each part of the country. Such a definition can be regarded as a

continuous process where increased knowledge of the effects of road

maintenance is an essential part of the information required for weighing

the need for maintenance resources against needs in other areas of the

community. Regardless of the meaning of the concept "satisfactory

transport standard", it is important that the socio-economic consequences

of various maintenance strategies be considered, i.e. the latter part of the

objective quoted above ("... at the lowest possible socio-economic costs").

The significance of this can be understood if it is remembered that-the

cost of road maintenance constitutes a mere fraction of the resources

consumed by traffic in the form of vehicle costs (fuel, vehicle wear, etc),

time consumption and accident costs. It is therefore necessary that road

administrators apply socio-economic principles in the distribution of the

funds available to them.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the various costs for a

typical rural road in Sweden.

The figure shows that road user's costs are considerably greater than the

cost of pavement maintenance. It is therefor of utmost importance to

consider possible influence on road user costs when making decisions on

how pavements are to be maintained. This is also valid when available

resources don't permit a minimizing of the total cost. In this case,

maintenance must be performed in such a way that the budgetary restric

tions burden road users with the smallest possible cost increase in relation

to the optimal level.
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Figure 1. Cost relation on a typical Swedish rural road.
Road width: 7 m
Speed limit: 90 km/h
Traffic: 3 000 vehicles/day
Cost level: 1980

Apart from influencing the abovementioned road user costs (accident,

journey time and vehicle costs) a low pavement standard and certain types

of surfacing can cause road users discomfort (costs) through increased

vibration and shaking, in addition to increased noise in the vehicle. This

type of inconvenience (costs) may also affect those living or otherwise

remaining for any period of time in the vicinity of the road. It is desirable

that this type of consequence be considered in planning optimal pavement

maintenance even if evaluation problems are difficult in many cases.



If just looking at the maintenance "new pavement". It is important to

maintain in "right" time because if we wait the maintenance will be more

expensive.
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Irregularities in the street make the vehicle "jump" which leads to

accelerating damages.

Even the costs for the road user areincreasing when the roads get worse

as we will notice when we come to the effects.

WHAT MAINTENANCE?

If we just look at maintenance of paved roads, the maintenance strategy

may be said to consist basically of:

- the choice of wearing course

- the choice of interval between remedial measures

(surfacing cycle)

Both of these choices affect the road users' costs and those of the

administrative costs.

In the case of the choice of wearing course, it is a matter of selecting the

 

most economical, taking into account local Conditions.



Basically two different types of surfacing are used: sprayed treatment and

plant mixes. Sprayed treatment includes types such as single-surface-

treatment, whereas rolled asphalt belongs to the plant mix type.

In simple terms it may be said that the difference between surface

treatment and rolled asphalt is that the macrostructure of surface treat-

ment is rougher, because there is no fine aggregate fraction. The improve-

ments this results in include better surface drainage and light reflection

but tyre wear, road noise, etc. also increase.

When selecting the interval between remedial measures, it is a matter of

finding the optimal service life of the type of surfacing considered. In this

case, it should be remembered that the road surfacing shall be principally

both a wearing course (affects traffic costs) and protection (protects

 

deeper layers - the road structure - from water percolating down). The

recommended surfacing measures also result in a slight increase in bearing

capacity.

EFFECTS OF MAINTENANCE

Paved roads

 

Several of the properties of a paved road surface are of significance to

road safety. The influence of the crossfall and longitudinal roughness are

probably relatively small, whereas the light-reflecting properties of the

surface are of greater significance, but that of friction and rut depth are

even more important

- friction, because it affects the braking distance and the tendency to

skid, and

- rut depth, because water collects in the ruts. This reduces friction and

may cause hydroplaning. The rut depth also causes lateral forces which

may be so great they may utilize the entire friction available on an

ice/snow-covered road.



The importance of these two factors becomes greatest when road condi-

tions are poor: on wet and ice/snow-covered roads.

When studing the effect of road surface on traffic safety it is important to

remember that the effect probably is small - at least compared to effects

of, for example, road geometry and speed limit. To perform accident

analyses and through them prove such effects means that you need large

amounts of data because of the need to eliminate the influence of other

factors that vary with the type and standard of the road surface -for

example road width and traffic volume.

Some studies in Sweden of the effect on accidents of different pavement

standard 1971 and 1977 show no significant effect between the standards.

There are a tendency in the data from 1977 and from data in Finland that

the accident rate (number of accidents per million vehicle km) on bad

pavement condition is equal or even lower than on good pavement

condition. Figure 2 shows the accident rate index in Finland during

different weather conditions (raining). Class 1 (no measureable raining) has

a somewhat lower accident rate when bad condition than for good. condition

and class 0 (every weather condition) shows the same result. In Norway in

class 1 the accident rate index in bad conditions is half the one in good

conditions, but if we look at class 0 it's the opposite and that's because of

the high accident rate in bad condition during heavy rain-falls (more than

10 mm per day = class 3 and 4).

There are differences between Finland and Norway. Finland has a higher

standard of the roads and higher speed limits and perhaps there is a

difference in behaviour.
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Figure 2. Accident rate index in the summer in Finland and Norway.
All types of roads. Different weather classes. Index = l for
class 0, good condition. OBS Few accidents from Norway.
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The swedish datafrom 1977 showed a weak, statistically nonsignificant

tendency towards a lower accident rate for surface dressed roads com-

pared to roads with asphalt concrete.

Since surface dressed roads in 1977 probably had a poorer alignment than

reshaped or asphalt concreted roads, a positive effect of surface dressing

may possibly be concealed. On the basis of friction measurements, one

might expect such an effect when the road surface is covered by thin ice

or snow or when it is wet. The analysis was therefore extended to take

into account "good" and "bad" weather (it was not possible to make a



directdivision into different road conditions), classified by precipitation

quantity and mean temperature. It was found that asphalt concrete roads

have a notably higher accident rate in "poor" weather than in "good"

weather, while surface dressed roads show very much weaker, weather

dependence. Surface dressing can reduce traffic accidents with up to

10 % compared to asphalt concrete. This result applies to accidents

including all severity levels. If only personal injury accidents are studied

no such difference can be found.

This indicates another problem namely that there might be differences in

accident reporting frequency between the two pavement types. Mainly

because they are used in different environments.

Probably the drivers change their behaviour when the type and the

standard of the road surface changes and that can be one reason why it is

difficult to find relations between accidents and surface type and

standard.

Therefore VTI has measured speeds on roads with different pavement

types and standards. The results indicate a speed difference of 2 4 km/h

between gravel and simple surface dressing and no difference between

different types of pavement. The effect of pavement standard is about 1-

2 km/h which may have some but comparitively small effect on traffic

safety. Vehicle perfomance can be worsened on inferior pavement

surfaces and that can counteract the effect of the speed reduction.

- Another aspect is that driving on uneven roads with ruts can be tiring and

difficult which maybe force the driver to be more attentive and that a

reaction can come later on a part of the road with high standard.

Road roughness affects, in various ways, a driver's ability to manoeuvre a

vehicle satisfactorily from a traffic safety point of view. In the first

place, a rough surface affects the frictional forces between wheel and

roadway, and secondly the driver's ability to collect information, carry

out intended manoeuvres, and foresee the effects of external disturbances

are all curtailed.



All investigations carried out from a technical point of View have

established the importance of road roughness on the normal force between

wheel and roadway, the socalled wheel load. Two contradicting opinions,

however, as regards the effect of varying wheel load on braking perfor-

mance have emerged. According to one investigation, there is no

connection between road rougness and skid resistance, while according to

another the effective skid resistance can be reduced by up to 90 %. The

truth should be somewhere between these two extremes.

Furthermore, the consensus of opinion was that road roughness has a

derogatory effect on steerability. This effect usually manifests itself as

the need to work harder at steering on curves as compared with smooth.

surfaces. On extremely rough roads, steering control can be lost

completely. The mechanical condition of the vehicle, for example the.

condition of the shock absorbers, is of great importance.

The driver's collection of visual information is affected by vibrations in a

way which probably reduces the distance in front of the car where his

attention is focused when driving on rough roads. This might increase the

danger of an accident if the vehicle speed is not reduced correspondingly.

The sense of position and movement in the body are also sensitive to

vibrations, which can result, for instance, in the driver mis sensing the

performance of an intended vehicle manoeuvre, thereby reducing its

precision.

An american State-of the-Art report deals with influence of roadway

surface discontinuites on safety. A group of engineers ranked a number of

surface conditions in relation to safety, based on their understanding of

vehicle dynamics, potential surface conditions, and experience. According

to that ranking, washboarding, or corrugated surfaces, was a leading

 

condition pertaining to the pavement surface that affected safety. The

control of the car may be lost at speeds greater than 35 mph (56 km/ h).

The potholes is hard on tires, vehicles and drivers' tempers but the hole

must be relatively large to constitute a significant influence on safety

when rim or tire damage are the guiding criteria. At common highway
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speeds in excess of 40 mph, a hole most be in excess of 60 in. long and 3

in. deep to constitute a threat to the smallest automobiles. On urban

streets with traffic speeds as low as 20 mph, holes must still be more than

30 in. long and more than 3 in. deep to have the potential of damaging

tires and rims.

Problems can arise if a driver reacts to a hole inappropriately. For

example, it is counterproductive to react with braking or extreme

cornering to a hole in the vehicle's path. In general, a given size hole is

more likely to cause damage if speed is reduced. Losses of control can

occur if extreme braking is produced at highway speed. Extreme

cornering can have two results. First, if a driver reacts with a large

steering input to avoid a hole, he may produce a loss of control on a low

friction surface. Second, he may put his vehicle in a hazardous position

with respect to other traffic. It is probably the latter maneuver that

accounts for most of the accidents where holes are identified as having an

influence on driver safety.

According to the Swedish Accident Data Bank, 50 accidents a year occur

on account of uneven surfaces. According to the condition inventory, 8 %

of the distance travelled by vehicles is on roads with a roughness level

greater than 5.5 (minor irregularities and wear). If all the 50 accidents

were assigned to this road network, the increase in the accident rate as a

result of uneven surfaces would amount to 0.02 accidents per million

pairs-of-axle-kilometres or about 2 % of the total accident rate.

An abrupt difference in elevation between two adjacent riding surfaces

can occur at the joining of (a) a paved traveled way and an unpaved

shoulder, (b) a paved traveled way and a paved shoulder, (c) a paved

shoulder and an unpaved adjacent area, or (d) two traveled lanes. If this

difference in elevation reaches certain levels for certain edge shapes,

safety can be affected.

In many situations vehicle loss of control may not develop because the

driver steers more aggressively. By moving back onto the pavement at a

slightly sharper angle and increased lateral velocity, the scrubbing action

on the face of the pavement drop-off can be avoided.
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Transverse variations of friction across lane, sometimes called differen-

 

tial friction, can cause significant problems for a braking vehicle. This

condition arises when the individual wheel paths on which a vehicle's tires

ride have significantly different coefficients of friction. This problem

may be minor or extremely serious, depending on the magnitude of the

frictional difference, its relationship to the average coefficient of fric-

tion, and the speed at which a vehicle travels across the surface.

A difference in the friction coefficients of the wheel paths could be

potentially hazardous even though the average surface friction was

relatively high.

The problem is that the car can rotate when braking on split-friction

surfaces.

In the longitudinal direction variations in the friction properties of

 

pavement surfaces occur more frequently than is commonly assumed.

There are, several types of such discontinuities. One type exists where

one construction project adjoins another or where a surface has been

repaired. In these cases the transition from one pavement to the other is

often quite sharp, and usually it is recognizable by drivers. Whether

drivers can and do judge correctly the related changes in friction

properties, or even realize the possible existence of such changes, is

debatable, as is whether they adjust their driving pattern to perceived

changes. Because not all existing changes are perceived and, even if they

are, likely to be judged incorrectly or ignored, they can constitute a

potential hazard.

Gradual transitions occur at locations where the friction demand is higher

than elsewhere along a roadway, as on curves and where acceleration and

deceleration occur frequently and consistently. At these locations

available friction tends to be lower than on the adjacent tangent with

freely flowing constant speed traffic. The friction properties of the

surface are degraded by the greater rate of pavement wear and polishing

that accompanies speed changes and cornering. The friction needed for

these vehicle maneuvers might be available elsewhere on the same

pavement, but at the maneuver sites it may eventually decrease below

that demand by a significant number of drivers.
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Remedies for some of the described cases of longitudinal friction varia

tions are available. For instance, instead of repairing a few feet of

pavement on a curve, overlaying the entire curve 'will prevent drivers

from unexpectedly encountering a different friction level at a critical

point. If surfacing projects were designed to involve long sections of

roadway, the number of changes in available friction would be reduced.

Because drivers appear to go through a learning period whenever they

encounter a change in driving environment, unifrom sections of greater

length may result in disproportionately greater improvements in accident

rates than might be expected from the reduction in the number of abrupt

changes in surface properties.

Published opinions concerning hydroplaning and highway safety vary. At

 

one extreme it is contended that hydroplaning has no significant influence

on accidents under typical operating conditions. The other extreme

maintains that hydroplaning has a great influence on wet weather

accidents. Each of these opinions may be correct at specific highway

sites. In general, the truth may lie somewhere between these extremes.

Hydroplaning is a low-probability event, primarily because the high-

intensity rainfalls necessary to flood a pavement are low-probability

events. Hydroplaning, however, is so hazardous that when it does occur,

criteria for surface design to reduce the probability of hydroplaning are

warranted.

Hydroplaning is the separation of the tire from the road surface by a layer

of fluid. Hydroplaning occurs when there is insufficient time to clear the

water from between the tire and the pavement. Some results from a

Swedish study is shown in figure 3. Dry bare ground has the highest

friction and the friction is not so dependent of the speed of the vehicle.

When the road surface is wet but the tops of the pavement are higher than

the water the friction level goes down and the friction is also more

dependent of the vehicle speed.
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Figure 3. Principle relation between braking friction at optimum slip
(f opt) and speed (v) on roads with different amounts of
water.

When the water becomes higher than the tops of the pavement the

friction goes down rapidly when the driving speed passes over acertain

speed. This friction lowering is called partial hydroplaning and there is

significant degree of penetration of a water wedge between the tire and

pavement contact area. At a certain, relatively undefined speed the

friction is almost 0 and it is a complete hydroplaning. When this will

happen is depending of the roughness of the pavement, the type of tire

and tread condition, water depth and the speed.

At unlucky combinations of water depth, roughness and tread condition a

complete hydroplaning can occur at quite normal speed. At a water depth

of 8 mm on a rough pavement and with shiny tires the friction is almost 0

at speeds of 110-120 km/h. On a smoth pavement this will happen already

at a speed of 80-110 km/h and at a water depth of 4 mm.
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The partial hydroplaning starts at 60-80 km/h on a rough pavement and

already at 30-60 km/h on a smooth pavement. This is almost independent

of the water depth, but the friction lowering with the speed at partial

hydroplaning is strongly dependent of the water depth.

According to the Swedish Accident Data Bank, 100 accidents occur each

year that can be classified as hydroplaning accidents. This corresponds to

2% of the accidents on wet roads and is in relatively good agreement with

American/Norwegian assessments which state that a maximum of 5% of

accidents on wet roads are caused by the formation of ruts.

If a road is properly built with the right crossfall it will very seldom be so

much water on the road that there is a risk for hydroplaning. But at rare

occasions the risk for an accident can be multiplied. The road administra-

tor can reduce the possibility for hydroplaning through using not too

smooth pavement, not accepting deep ruts and controlling that right

crossfall is applicable. Water on the road means also a decreased

invisibility caused by splash and spray.

The degradation of visibility caused by splash and spray can be severe

under dense traffic conditions when wiper do not clear the windshield

effectively. The problem has been described as follows. Splash and spray

create more or less a permanent smear which will be present on the glass,

making it more difficult to see dim objects to the front of the car. Light

emitted from headlights of opposing vehicles is refracted irregularly such

that objects at some distance in front of the car will be considerably

distorted in shape creating difficulties in recognition and judgment

leading to unsafe operations.

The use of for example drain asphalt can reduce these problems as you

can see on the pictures on next page.
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Spray caused by a vehicle on asphalt concrete.

  

  

Almost no spray after the same vehicle on drain asphalt.

Less than 1 km between the photos.
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If the accident rate at wet bare road condition would be the same as at

 

dry bare road condition there would happen about 2-3 % less accidents in

Sweden. This is the upper limit for reducing the number of accident on

wet bare ground by different maintenance. Through pavement mainte-

nance it is probably possible to reduce only a small part of those

accidents.

The conclusions are that the effects of road surface on traffic safety

probably aresmall - at least compared to effects of, for example, road

geometry and speed limit. But under certain, probably rare occasions as

washboarding, potholes and water on the road the accidents can be

multiplied.

Road signs

Once we put up road signs to make it easier for the road user to find his

way and act in a proper way. And we have to keep them in good condition

if the road user shall understand and respect them.

That means that we have

to clean the signs

- to replace signs which havebeen damaged

- to replace signs which are not reflecting any longer.

To misunderstand the information on a sign can lead to traffic safety

risks.

The distance in which it is possible to read the information on the sign

decrease quickly when lowering of the reflexion are 50% or more. At 50%

the distance is 15-45% shorter than when the sign is new.
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Driving in darkness is believed to be more difficult and more risky than

driving in daylight. The distance you cansee in front of the car is much

shorter especially when meeting a car with running lights on low beam.

To make it easier we use

- road lighting

- delineator post

- road markings.

Road lighting

 

An installation of road lighting or putting out the light totaly or half

(every second light) to save energy can have the following effect of

darkness accidents. Results from Sweden.

  

Road ' Change in darkness accidents %

Installation of road Putting out road
lighting lighting

Totaly Half

Roads with only motor vehicles -25 +33 +13

Roads with pedestrian, cyclists,

motorvehicle -35 +54 +22

 

In Great Brittain they have also found that the lighting quality is

important. A reduction of average luminance from 2 cd/m2 to l cd/m2

will increase the quotas darkness accidents/daylight accidents from 0.28

to 0.43.
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In the figure below is shown the accident rate index and it's variation with

the time of the day (Sweden 1979).

Index
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Delineator posts

Delineator posts can give the driver more visual information than what

only the road markings give.

Studies inSweden have shown that the traffic accidents probably will

decrease with l-5% when delineator posts are installed.

Road markings

 

Road markings have an influence of the number of accidents through

optical guidance and through information with for example prohibitory

lines.
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If the road markings shall have an reducing effect on accidents they and

their information must be noticed by the driver. Therefore the road

markings must be clean and well reflecting through the whole lifetime.

Studies of accidents have been done in Great Britain on roads with and

without marking.When bareground the accident reduction was on average

15-25% and during darkness and bareground 35-45%. When selecting the

interval between measures those figures must be looked at as a maximum

result.

The speed of the increase in accidents is the same before and after the

  

painting.

Number of

accidents

A

W

V >

Painting Time

There are no statistical significant change in the type of accidents, but

there are signs that single accidents and accidents with low injury

consequenses decrease.

Gravel roads

 

Roads with gravel wearing courses are generally also of a low geometric

standard. Speeds on these roads are for obvious reasonsmuch lower than

on the paved network. Accidents are therefore generally less serious on

these narrow roads, even if the number of head-on accidents (the most

serious type) are overrepresented.
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The road-safety enhancing effect of surfacing gravel roads has been

studied in Sweden, by indirect measurement of the road safety level by

measuring the coefficients of friction and speeds. It would be easy to

believe that the road-safety enhancing effect obtained by safer driving on

transition from a gravel wearing course to a surfaced layer would be

compensated by higher speeds. The studies showed, however, that speeds

increased after the surface hade been paved but that, despite this, there

is still a slightly lower accident risk trend. It is almost impossible to

verify this by direct, statistical methods because the total number of

accidents on such roads is small.

It is therefore reasonable to assume that the conversion of a gravel road

into a paved road implies a certain beneficial road safety effect. The

extent to which such a trend also applies on improvement of the surface

standard of gravel roads by grading is very difficult to investigate. But it

does appear to be a reasonable assumption that improved evenness and

better bonding can have a beneficial effect by providing more comfort-

able riding and less loose gravel. At the same time, however, the higher

speeds imply a detrimental effect on road safety. On the whole, there-

fore, any effect can hardly be expected as a result of changing the

surface condition.

DIFFERENT WAYS TO STUDY TRAFFIC SAFETY EFFECTS

Direct

The usual way to study effects on traffic safety is to use the information

from the police about traffic accidents. There are also a possibility to use

the information from the insurance companies and from hospital casualty

departments.

 

If we then want to relate this to for example pavement condition we can

do that in some different ways.
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Acc rate = f (subjective rating of pavement condition)

Acc rate = f (age of the pavement)

Acc rate = f (number of vehicles that have passed over the pavement)

But we can also measure the condition of the pavement with for example

Laser Road Surface Tester. The accident rate can then be a function of

one or more of the measured parametres for example

Acc rate = f (Rut depth, Roughness)

Acc rate = f (Rut depth, Crossfall Roughness, Macrotexture)

Control Panel Monitor
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Laser Road Surface tester includes equipment for simultaneous recording

of the longitudinal evenness of the carriageway, cross profile, cracks/alli-

gator-cracking and texture. Data collected in this way provides informa-

tion on road friction, travel comfort and road wear.
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Indirect

If gravel roads become paved it's often difficult to have a good estimation

of the difference in accident rate before and after the pavement because

there are often very few accidents on that type of roads.

An indirect method can than be used. That means that we measure

friction with for example a Saab Friction Tester and we measure the

speed for individual vehicles and than count the stopping distance.

V2
S=V'At+-2-. g :T

s = stopping distance (m)

v = vehicle speed (m/s)

At :: driver's reacting time (1 sec)

g = acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/sz)

f = friction coefficient when braking at optimal slip
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This indirect method can also be used when we want a fast traffic safety

result after a measure.
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It is important to remember that the change in stopping distance only

shows one part of the traffic safety problem. Some accidents happen

before the driver starts to brake. Even the accidents where the driver

aims to brake or are braking before the moment for the accident are only

partly described by stopping distance as we can see in the figure below.

AV

._.........._.___.___._.\

Gravel

\ - - Paved

 

       

A B C

In the figure shows the theoretical relation between speed and the road

coordinate where both speed and friction are higher on the paved road but

the stopping distance is shorter than on the gravel road.

The stopping distance is divided in 3 parts (A, B and C). If an accident

occur during A will the higher speed level on the paved road probably lead

to a more severe accident there. In B is the speed lower on the paved road

why an accident there would lead to a less severe accident on the paved

road than on the gravel road.

Accidents in C would only happen on the gravel road because the car has

already stopped on the paved road.

The result from accident studies and stopping distance studies has only

been compared in one study in Sweden, effects of studded tyres. There the

tyres where devided in studded or unstudded and the road condition in

bare ground or icy/snowy roads. Those parametres were ranked in the

same order when using accident and stopping distance studies.
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PMS - A HELP TO MAKE THE RIGHT DECISION

Systems for maintaining paved roads may have various levels of complexi-

ty, depending on the extent of maintenance and its aims. Very roughly,

two philosophies can be considered from which maintenance systems can

be created. On one hand the road administrators may aim, with or without

economic restrictions, at minimizing socio-economic costs for road trans-

portation on the other hand the aim can be to formulate guidelines for an

acceptable road standard to be achieved at the lowest cost for the road

administrator. The two approaches converge if in the latter case the

minimum requirement on the road/ road surface is expressed with conside-

ration to the effects on road users and environment.

In developing systems for pavement maintenance it is necessary to

remember that the bituminous surface has two essential functions:

0 It must constitute a "floor" for the-vehicles using the road. The "floor"

must have properties such as satisfactory smoothness, high friction

etc.

o It must act as a "roof" for the road structure. The "roof" must prevent

water penetrating the roadbase and sub-base and also contribute to

delaying disintegration by distributing the wheel pressure over alarger

area.

Design and application of various systems for maintenance of paved roads

are being studied at several places in the world. However, a considerable

difficulty at present is that the relationships between road user effects

(accidents, journey times, vehicle costs) and road standard are insuffi-

ciently known. This leads to the risk of the system attaching too little

significance to these effects in relation to the road administrator's costs.

The risk of socio-economic "waste" is evident if it is remembered that

road user costs are considerably higher than the maintenance costs for

paved roads. The risk also appears to increase in times of economic

restriction when road administrators seek to reduce their costs.
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To avoid socio-economic sub-optimization,systems for pavement mainte-

nance need to be developed which take into account the effects on the road

user and others in relation to socio-economic significance.

Such systems make it easier to see which elements are included in

pavement maintenance and the relationships between them. This provides

better possibilities for clarifying:

0 which variables can be obtained by processing information in various

data bases, such as road data bases, pavement data, traffic data and

weather data.

a which variables are to be measured and stored and where and how they

are to be measured.

It may be appropriate here to remember that pavement wear is also

influenced by other roadkeeping measures such as snowclearing, draining

and winter maintenance. For example, the more the salting in wintertime,

the less severe the ice and snow conditions. This means that vehicles with

studded tyres cause wear on the road surface instead of the snow layer.

A system for pavement maintenance must therefore be designed so that it

can be integrated with other systems, such as those for winter mainte-

nance.

The figure on next page shows a possible design for a system of this type.

The diagram also gives examples of external information sources (data

bases) which may be usable.

However, it is not self-evident that there is only one maintenance system

which can satisfy every road administrator's needs. The Road Administra-

tion probably requires a system for maintaining paved roads which is

different to that suitable for a municipality. Even municipalities of

different sizes may require different maintenance systems.
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Example of a system for optimal pavement maintenance.
The figure also shows examples of external information
sources which may be usable.

A maintenance system may include different strategies for maintenance of

paved roads of various types, such as various traffic classes or geographical

areas. It is important to remember that the concept of "strategy" relates

to several maintenance cycles (ideally the whole lifetime of the road) and

that the type of maintenance, like the time interval betWeen maintenance

activities, may differ.

In order to design a maintenance strategy which takes socio-economic

consequences into account, knowledge of the following areas is required:

~ Road administrator costs for maintanence of a paved road.

- The road's expected performance.

- Road user and environmental costs as a function of road condition.

Since it is often impossible to study directly the relationship between

various surfacing strategies and road user costs, the performance of the
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road must be studied. The performance variables considered significant

for road users and for the further deterioration of the road are normally

termed "functional properties" of the road surface and of the road.

The following properties are significant for the road's function:

Roughness

Ruts

Overhanging pavement edges

Cracks

Alligator cracking

Pot holes

Crossfall

Macrotexture

Microtexture

Friction

Light reflectance

In order to determine the costs for the road administrator, road users and

others, models/interrelationships must exist, describing how the costs

vary with road/road surface properties or condition. Knowledge of how

the functional properties change with time under the influence of traffic

and climate is also necessary.

A maintenance strategy can lead to both direct and indirect costs for the

road administrator. The direct costs consist of costs for renewing the

wearing course, for corrective maintenance (repair of cracks, pot holes

etc) during the period between two renewals. The indirect costs are those

arising through underdimensioned maintenance which may in the long

term lead to structural deterioration of the road.

In Toronto in Canada they have now changed their maintenance strategy

after using PMS. They are grading each street from 1 (bad) to 10 (good).

Without maintenance the rate should change like the figure on next page.
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They have now an "optimal strategy" as in the figure below.
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When the rate is 6, a resurfacing (40 mm) is made and when the rate is 4 a

reconstruction is made. A reconstruction is 6 times more expensive than a

resurfacing. Earlier a resurfacing was made after 15 years and after 25

years a reconstruction and that was much more expensive than what is the

case with this optimal strategy.
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